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Abstract—Code is often reused to facilitate collaborative
development, to create software variants, to experiment with
new ideas, or to develop new features in isolation. Social-coding
platforms, such as GitHub, enable enhanced code reuse with
forking, pull requests, and cross-project traceability. With these
concepts, forking has become a common strategy to reuse code by
creating clones (i.e., forks) of projects. Thereby, forking establishes
fork ecosystems of co-existing projects that are similar, but
developed in parallel, often with rather sporadic code propagation
and synchronization. Consequently, forked projects vary in quality
and often involve redundant development efforts. Unfortunately, as
we will show, many projects do not benefit from test cases created
in other forks, even though those test cases could actually be reused
to enhance the quality of other projects. We believe that reusing
test cases—in addition to the implementation code—can improve
software quality, software maintainability, and coding efficiency in
fork ecosystems. While researchers have worked on test-case-reuse
techniques, their potential to improve the quality of real fork
ecosystems is unknown. To shed light on test-case reusability, we
study to what extent test cases can be reused across forked projects.
We mined a dataset of test cases from 305 fork ecosystems on
GitHub—totaling 1,089 projects—and assessed the potential for
reusing these test cases among the forked projects. By performing a
manual inspection of the test cases’ applicability, by transplanting
the test cases, and by analyzing the causes of non-applicability, we
contribute an understanding of the benefits (e.g., uncovering bugs)
and of the challenges (e.g., automated code transplantation, decid-
ing about applicability) of reusing test cases in fork ecosystems.

Index Terms—test cases, reuse, test propagation, code trans-
plantation, forking, ecosystems

I. INTRODUCTION

Code is often reused in software development. For instance, de-
velopers copy code excerpts from question-answering platforms
and exemplars [5], [44]; they clone repositories from version-
control systems to enable collaboration or isolated development
(e.g., feature forks) [35], [37], [70]; or they use forking
mechanisms to create independent software variants (a.k.a.
clone & own) [14], [63], [79]. Especially modern social-coding
platforms, such as GitHub, actively enhance and promote
the ability to reuse complete systems via forking and the
pull-based development paradigm [8], [9], [23]. Forks typically
involve changes that do not alter the general purpose of the
system. Among others, they implement new or tailor existing
features, or port or improve the system [2], [11], [54], [70].

Together, forks establish fork ecosystems, which are sets of
related projects in a fork relationship. In such an ecosystem,
each fork represents a different, yet similar variant of the

mainline repository. While many forks are short-lived—created
to apply changes, to submit a pull request, and then to abandon
the fork after the pull request was accepted [28], [37]—others
are long-lived, being evolved and maintained independently
of the mainline project. While such code reuse in fork-based
development promises many benefits, changes are typically only
sporadically propagated or synchronized between forks [25],
[35], [70], [71]. Consequently, the different variants (forked
projects) sometimes co-evolve and then diverge in functionality
as well as in quality [73], since bug fixes and test cases are not
shared between them, among other reasons. Of course, sharing
quality improvements is only relevant for actively maintained
forks rather than for those that are abandoned after a pull
request to the mainline project is accepted. To improve the
quality of the projects within a fork ecosystem, we advocate
the propagation of quality improvements, such as bug fixes and
newly created or evolved test cases, among forks [34], [52],
[64]. While change-propagation and program repair techniques
have been proposed [19], there is no specific support to reuse
test cases within fork ecosystems, not even studies of the
potential of test-case reuse—our focus in this paper.

Reusing test cases has been recognized as a viable avenue to
improve the quality of software. Various studies and techniques
have been presented that focus on specific kinds of applications
and application parts, such as on UI testing in Android apps
and in web applications [26], [42], [57], [84], or on highly con-
figurable systems [16], [18], [34], [64]. However, none of these
works on test-case reuse considers ecosystems of forked projects,
where the positive effect may be highest. A notable exception
is the test-case reuse and adaptation technique by Zhang and
Kim [83], which analyzes variations among clones and adapts
existing test cases based on different criteria. Our long-term
goal is to establish techniques, like the one we have proposed
before [52], for automatically reusing test cases among the
forked projects in a fork ecosystem. Still, it is an open question
whether reusing (a.k.a. propagating or transplanting [6]) test
cases with a fork ecosystem promises substantial benefits, or
whether it is just a rare scenario. A particular problem is to
understand and decide whether a test case is actually applicable
at another, forked (a.k.a. cloned or copied) code location, which
may have been modified by the fork developers.

Consider, for instance, a forked project with test cases for
checking a security requirement (e.g., preventing SQL injec-



tions) that are missing in other forks of the ecosystem. If the
tested functionality also exists in other forks, it may be highly
important for the developers to propagate the test case to assess
whether their fork is threatened (i.e., vulnerable to SQL injec-
tions). Beyond cases of simple equivalence, it is challenging to
assess whether a test case is applicable [64]. Among others, the
tested functionality may have been modified, or the test may
be concerned with a feature interaction that does not exist in
the other fork. To leverage existing and design new techniques
for test-case reuse in fork ecosystems, we need to determine
whether and to what extent test cases in a fork ecosystem may
be relevant for other forks, what adaptations may be required
for propagating them, and whether we can identify test-case
applicability criteria for typical changes in fork ecosystems.
This requires to systematically explore the potential of reusing
test cases in fork ecosystems and to assess their applicability.

In this paper, we present a study in which we used
code-clone detection to identify cloned methods within 305
ecosystems mined from GitHub, comprising 1,089 projects
with substantial test case evolution (i.e., on average, 62 new
test cases added by each fork). We identified methods with
test cases (i.e., units under test (UUTs) [77]) for which
cloned methods without the same test cases exist within the
ecosystems. Then, we investigated the reuse potential of 4,347
test cases and manually inspected the applicability of a sample
of 230 candidates for test-case reuse, of which we manually
propagated 23 (10 %) to deepen our understanding of the
necessary adaptations or limitations to test-case applicability.

Our research questions are:

RQ1 To what extent can test cases be propagated within fork
ecosystems? Using our quantitative analysis, we explored
to what extent cloned methods in an ecosystem miss
test cases that exist for their clones. So, we provide an
understanding to what extent test cases are missing in
forks and could be reused to improve their quality.

RQ2 To what extent are non-reused test cases applicable to
other projects in fork ecosystems? By manually inspecting
230 and actually reusing 23 of the non-reused test cases,
we explored under what circumstances test cases are
(not) applicable at the cloned locations. This analysis is
far from trivial, especially for clones adding, altering, or
removing entire statements. We focused on determining
under what circumstances test cases are applicable even
when the cloned code has been severely modified and
applicability cannot be determined automatically.

Our results motivate the need for test-case propagation
techniques. While we found evidence for active test-case
sharing among projects in the ecosystems, with 6 % (i.e.,
1,300 commits) of all merged pull-request commits adding or
modifying test cases, we also found that 48 % (i.e., 18,058 test
cases) of all newly added test cases were missing in at least
one project of their respective ecosystem. Of these missing
test cases, 24 % (i.e., 4,347 test cases) had matching UUTs to
which they could potentially be applied, thus necessitating an
investigation into the extent to which the test cases could be

reused and what could limit their applicability. We contribute
our replication package as an online appendix [1].

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Fork Ecosystems. A fork ecosystem consists of one mainline
project and the forks that have been derived from it. The
notion of fork ecosystems stems from the forking mechanism
of the social-coding platform GitHub, but essentially describes
that a number of systems are cloned from one another (a.k.a.
clone & own). Typically, forking is used in the pull-based
development workflow to implement new features, fix bugs, or
integrate other improvements [23], [28], [35], [37]. However,
fork ecosystems often also involve forks that represent
customized variants of the mainline (e.g., for different
customers or varying hardware [7]–[9], [70]).

Researchers have studied how developers use forking mech-
anisms and have proposed techniques to facilitate code reuse
in fork ecosystems. For instance, Kawamitsu et al. [31] and
Gharehyazie et al. [20] present empirical studies to understand
the extent of cross-project source-code reuse on GitHub,
indicating that developers clone particularly within their project
and fork ecosystem. Ray et al. [58] use the BSD ecosystem to
detect and characterize semantic inconsistencies in code that
is ported between individual forks. To improve code reuse,
Ren [59] proposes a technique for automatically propagating
bug fixes from one fork to another, which is inspired by the
idea of automatic code transplantation [6], [12], [67], [68].
Lillack et al. [41] propose a technique to integrate forked
projects by specifying the high-level intentions for individual
parts that have diverged. Such works are known under the term
clone management [7], [46], [62], [72]. Other studies focus on
properties and uses of forks, such as developers’ practices and
challenges when forking, or they focus on the evolution and
purposes of forks in practice [8], [9], [23]–[25], [28], [33], [36],
[70], [85]. In particular, Ma et al. [45] study how developers fix
cross-project correlated bugs (i.e., bugs of a system caused by
another system). They find it a challenging activity that can be
eased by the bug reporter sending a feasible test case. Moreover,
Mondal et al. [49], [50] find that even within the same system
18.42 % of the (copy & paste) clones they investigated involved
propagated bugs. Such works indicate the potential benefits test-
case reuse may yield (e.g., increasing test coverage, providing
test cases for bugs in another fork). We complement this
research on fork ecosystems by providing a better understanding
of the potential for reusing test cases across forks.
Test-Case Generation and Program Repair. Testing helps
improve the quality of software by unveiling behavior that
conflicts the intended one (specified by test cases). So, test cases
can also serve as a design mechanism for new software [80].
Various techniques have been proposed to improve the quality
of software by generating test cases [13], [55], [66], [81],
typically building on the competent-programmer hypothesis
[21]. This hypothesis states that catching smaller mutations will
also unveil bigger problems, building on the intuition that good
programmers who are less likely to introduce accidental muta-
tions are also less likely to introduce bigger ones. Generated test



cases aim to catch unwanted code mutations developers may
implement. Consequently, test-case generators exploit ideas
from regression testing [40], mutation testing [27], and search-
based test creation. Closely related is automatic program repair,
which aims to derive patterns of bug fixes to repair similar bugs
in other projects (i.e., bugs identified in similar code locations)
[10], [32], [38], [43], [51]. Typically, automated program
repair builds on bug-fixing changes to derive fixing patterns.
Unfortunately, comparative benchmarks and empirical studies
in practice indicate that test generators and automatic program
repair are not perfect for generating meaningful test cases or
propagating bug fixes [4], [15], [65]. To improve this situation,
we have suggested in recent works to involve developers more
directly into the processes of deriving test cases [52], [53], [64].
Unfortunately, existing techniques are limited to specific testing
techniques (e.g., performance testing), and only recommend
modifications to developers [3]. For designing better automa-
tion and recommenders, further empirical studies on bugs, their
causes, and feasible test cases in real-world systems are needed.

Reusing test cases is a means to improve software quality.
Studies on the potential of test-case reuse exist for (i)
highly configurable systems [16], [18] (applicability of test
cases for other system configurations) and (ii) UI testing of
Android apps or web applications [26], [42], [57], [84] (using
similarities between UI elements and test cases). Most relevant
for us is a technique by Zhang and Kim [83] that reuses
test cases within a project to test code clones. To this end,
the authors measure variations in referenced variables, data
types, and method calls between methods to adapt the test
case of one clone to be applicable for the other. While such
works indicate criteria for assessing the applicability of test
cases to similar systems, none studies the potential of test-case
reuse within fork ecosystems, provides detailed empirical data
on test-case applicability, identifies what kinds of changes
break test cases, or suggests what test cases could be accepted
and (automatically) modified to still reuse them. Our study
provides more in-depth insights that are needed to understand
when and how test-case reuse can be implemented in fork
ecosystems—guiding researchers in advancing and improving
the reliability of automated techniques and unleashing the
potential for improving the quality of huge fork ecosystems.

Code-Test Co-Evolution. Co-evolution in fork ecosystems
is a well-known problem, and, identically, source code and
the test cases covering it may also co-evolve [34], [64], [73],
[82]. To resolve co-evolution problems, several techniques and
refactorings have been proposed that aim to identify whether
a source-code change also requires updates to test cases—and
to ideally update the test cases automatically [39], [56], [76].
Most interestingly, Mirzaaghaei et al. [48] propose a technique
for repairing and generating test cases during the evolution
of a software system. To adapt test cases for the evolved
code, the authors propose four algorithms for identifying
and adapting differences: signature changes (e.g., input and
output), test-class hierarchies, interface implementations, and
new overloaded methods. While software evolution faces

similar problems as test-case reuse, none of these works focuses
on the propagation of test cases in forked ecosystems. So, we
complement this research direction by investigating test-case
reuse and applicability for different forks.

III. METHODOLOGY

Our methodology involved three phases (cf. Fig. 1): First,
we selected subject ecosystems from GHTorrent [22] by
considering mainline projects (not forks) with substantial
evolution (at least 20 forks and 10 test cases). Second, we
extracted test cases from this dataset and identified potential
code locations in other projects at which these could be reused.
For this purpose, we constructed a list of test cases that were
added in one project, but were missing in other projects of
a fork ecosystem. We identified code clones for the code that
is covered by the test case (UUTs). Finally, we analyzed the
resulting dataset of 24,662 clone pairs. We derived descriptive
statistics to assess the overall potential for test-case reuse
(RQ1). Thereafter, we manually inspected a sample of the
test cases to understand why they are non-applicable or how
they could still benefit the code missing the test case, and
propagated a sample of them to validate our results (RQ2).

A. Selecting Subject Ecosystems

On the left of Fig. 1, we show our steps for creating our
dataset of projects to analyze.

Filtering Projects. Our subject ecosystems are open-source
projects hosted on GitHub. We used the June 1st 2019 MySQL
dump of the GHTorrent database [22] to mine our list of
projects, thus circumventing the limitations of the GitHub API,
which allows only a maximum of 1,000 records in a query
session. The MySQL dump comprises different datasets, such
as project meta-data, commits, and developers. We iterated
through 28,843,693 records of the project meta-data dataset
to select Java projects that were last pushed to in 2016 or
later and were not flagged as deleted. Our focus on Java
projects allows us to use existing tools that leverage JUnit
annotations (e.g., @Test) to identify test cases (though this
could be extended to any other language with explicit support
for test case identification). Also, Java is one of the most
popular languages. We wanted to capture recent development
practices, thus limiting our analysis to projects still updated
within the last six years. This resulted in 1,859,871 projects.

Selecting Ecosystems. Next, we selected ecosystems by
considering all projects that are not forks themselves (i.e.,
mainline projects), but have forks. A mainline project together
with its forks forms a fork-ecosystem. Since we are interested
in projects that have wider community engagement (more
diverging forks), we selected mainline projects with at least
20 forks. This resulted in 4,220 ecosystems. To be able to
investigate test-case sharing, we filtered the mainline projects to
only include those with at least 10 test cases. This number may
seem small, but we use it as our minimum because we assume
that any test case that can be reused improves the quality of a
project. This left us with 407 mainline projects and, respectively,



selecting subject ecosystems (Section III.A)
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Figure 1: Overview of our methodology

ecosystems. Note that we scope our analysis to mainline
projects and their direct forks; we do not consider forks of forks.

Selecting Forks. The mainline projects we identified in our pre-
vious step had 274 forks on average, with a maximum of 3,719.
However, we are interested in long-living forks that co-exist
with the mainline projects and add test cases as well. Therefore,
taking inspiration from previous studies [8], [52] that analyze
the evolution and management of forked projects, we include
only forks that (i) have at least five fork-specific commits, (ii)
comprise at least 30 days of evolution, and (iii) were not discon-
tinued after a merge commit. We applied these criteria and, due
to space and computation limitations, cloned only the top ten
forks with the most fork-specific commits. Note that we excluded
mainline projects comprising no forks matching our criteria.

Final Dataset. We elicited a final dataset of 305 ecosystems,
totaling 1,089 projects—305 mainline and 784 direct forks, with
a minimum of 2, average of 4, and maximum of 10 projects
per ecosystem. Note that these are only the projects that met
our criteria, whereas some of the ecosystems have hundreds
of forks. In Table I, we summarize the ecosystems. For most
(196), we analyzed 3 or more projects per ecosystem, whereas
109 ecosystems involved 2 projects each. The ecosystems are
from various domains, such as software libraries, frameworks,
desktop applications, web applications, and mobile apps. The
list of all projects is in our online appendix [1].

B. Preparing the Dataset

In the middle part of Fig. 1, we show how we prepared the
dataset for our analysis. This comprised extracting test cases
and their UUTs, identifying which test cases were missing in
projects of their respective ecosystems, identifying potential
UUTs to which the test cases could be applied, and extracting
code differences between the clone pairs of the UUTs, which
we used to analyze test-case applicability.

Extracting Test Cases. We extracted test cases in two steps.
First, from each project, we extracted all test cases and
corresponding UUTs. We used the test-case extraction tool
we have developed in previous work [52] to identify test
cases and related UUTs. The C#-based tool relies on N-unit
annotations, such as @Test, and srcML [47] to extract a
project’s test cases and corresponding UUTs. We considered
all project-specific methods referenced within a test case as
its UUTs, while excluding methods from external libraries
and those that are part of the test suite. For each test case, we
recorded details, such as the project name, file path, as well
as start and end line numbers of the test case and its UUTs.

Many test cases may be shared between forks by default,
since forking also clones test cases that already exist in the
mainline project. In contrast, we are interested in test cases
that are not shared by default. Therefore, we scoped our
analysis to test cases that were added by each project during
its fork-evolution period. In Fig. 2, we display the evolution
periods we analyzed: For mainline projects, we considered
test cases added from the date of the first fork (e.g., F1). For
forks, we considered those added from the date the fork was
created. In the second step, we used pydriller [69] to extract
all files and methods that were added during each project’s
fork evolution period. Then, we mapped the extracted methods
and filenames to the test-case methods and files we identified
in the first step. This resulted in 37,256 test cases that were
added during the fork evolution periods.

Identifying Shared Code. To identify shared code—for test
cases and UUTs—we used the code-clone detection tool
Simian, a commercial code-similarity analyzer that is freely
available for research. Simian can detect Type 1, 2, 3, and
(to some extent) 4 clones [60], [61], [74], with an accuracy
comparable to Deckard [29] and CCFinderX [30], which are
two commonly used code-clone detection tools in research. We



Table I: Overview of the selected ecosystems. Size refers to the number of projects we analyzed. Forks refer to the overall size,
including forks we did not analyze.

size of ecosystem (# of projects) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10
∑

# of ecosystems 109 65 54 36 18 14 8 1 305
average # of forks 77 67 66 43 53 24 75 84 60∑

forks 16,927 13,193 14,476 7,909 5,787 2,391 4,836 844 66,363

selected Simian over these C-based tools, because it was easier
to integrate into the Java and C# tools we used and extended for
extracting test cases and analyzing variations between UUTs.
We used Simian’s default settings and set the minimum number
of lines of code for a clone to three. To identify cross-project
code clones, we put all projects of an ecosystem into one
parent folder and supplied that folder as a parameter to Simian.
Simian then outputted the clones identified in the ecosystem by
mapping what line-ranges between what files are similar—with
similar code blocks grouped and assigned a unique identifier.
Identifying Missing Test Cases. We considered a test case to
be missing within an ecosystem if it is absent in at least one
project of that ecosystem. Using our list of the 37,256 added
test cases, we used Simian to identity which test cases had
clones in other projects of the respective ecosystem to which
the test case belonged. More specifically, for each test case
in the ecosystem, we checked if its code line-ranges occur in
any of the code-clone groups Simian found for the ecosystem.
We identified 18,058 (48%) missing test cases in at least one
project of the respective ecosystems (i.e., 272 ecosystems).
Identifying Potential UUTs for Missing Test Cases. Next,
we identified missing test cases that could be reused in the
projects they were missing from. Therefore, we extracted clones
of their UUTs: For each missing test case’s UUT whose code
location (line ranges) appeared in the clone detection results, we
collected all matched code clone locations from other projects
in the ecosystem (we excluded within-project clones). Since
each code clone-location may have multiple methods with
similar or different signatures to the missing test case’s UUT,
we applied AST differencing using GumTreeDiff [17] to map

M
2012-01-01

F1
2014-06-12

F2
2015-02-28

F3
2019-03-14

repos cloned for 
analysis

Figure 2: Illustration of the fork evolution periods we analyzed.
For a mainline project (M), we consider only test cases added
from the date of the first fork (F1). For forks (F1, F2), we
consider test cases added from the date of forking. We exclude
all forks (F3) discontinued after a merged pull request.

Table II: Descriptive statistics of the fork ecosystems

type min. 1st qu. median mean 3rd qu. max.

m
ai

n commits1 3 115 250 414 472 3,691
developers1 1 12 21 29 37 220
stargazers 2 87 263 812 778 15,616

fo
rk

s commits 2 34 92 234 234 3,621
developers 1 5 10 17 22 359
stargazers 0 0 0 2 0 378

1 Our analysis focuses only on (i) commits affecting Java files and (ii)
commits made from the forking date for forks, or from the date of the
first fork for mainline projects.

the missing test case’s UUT to the correct method in the project
where the test case was missing from. This phase produced our
final set of 4,347 (24 %) missing test cases from 119 ecosystems
for which we identified 24,662 UUT clone pairs. For each clone
pair, we indicated the percentage of mapped AST tokens in
both directions: source to target and target to source—which
helped us understand the extent to which the clone pairs varied.

IV. POTENTIAL OF TEST-CASE REUSE (RQ1)

With our first research question, we aimed to understand and
quantify the potential of reusing test cases in fork ecosystems.

A. Methodology

We derived descriptive statistics and visualizations to assess the
potential of reusing the 37,256 added test cases we identified
within their respective ecosystem. So, we provide a quantitative
overview of how many test cases are missing in the ecosystems
that can potentially be propagated to improve other forks.

B. Results

We first present an overview of the development activity in the
ecosystems (e.g., number of commits and developers, added
test cases). Then, we analyze the test-case sharing and conclude
with a discussion of our results.

Development and Test-Case Evolution. Our dataset comprises
305 ecosystems totaling 1,089 software repositories (305 main-
line projects, 784 forks). We analyzed commits affecting Java
files and made from the date a fork was created (if the project is
a fork) or from the date of the first fork (for mainline projects).
In Table II, we can see that the mainline projects have on aver-
age 812 stargazers (an indication of how engaged a repository
is), and, for the fork-evolution periods analyzed, each mainline
has on average 414 commits made by 29 developers. This gives
us confidence that our projects are non-trivial. Furthermore, we
can see in Table IV that more test cases were modified than



added; mainline projects added 72 and modified 204 test cases
on average, while forks added 62 and modified 155 test cases
on average. Interestingly, some projects added thousands of
test cases, up to 2,219 test cases in a mainline project and up to
8,932 test cases in a fork. Our interest was in understanding the
extent to which the added test cases are shared, and whether
they can be reused in projects they were missing from.

Test-Case Sharing in Fork Ecosystems. We identified a total
of 37,256 test cases that were added during the fork-evolution
periods of our ecosystems. Of these, we found that at the time
of our analysis, 19,198 (52 %) were present in all projects of
their respective ecosystems while 18,058 (48 %) were missing
in at least one project. In Fig. 3, we display the distribution
of test-case presence per ecosystem size. We can see that
the fewer projects in an ecosystem, the more test cases are
shared between the projects: ecosystems with two projects
share almost all the test cases added while those with ten
projects have almost all test cases shared in less than 25 % of
the projects of the ecosystem.

This result is interesting from two perspectives. First, the
high number of shared test cases overall (i.e., 52 %), which were
previously added by individual projects within an ecosystem,
demonstrates the need for techniques that can recommend and
propagate such test cases within an ecosystem. Indeed, for
the fork evolution periods we analyzed, we found a total of
37,118 pull requests, of which 23,558 (63 %) were merged.
Of the merged pull requests, most (i.e., 11,893) were from
forks merging changes into the mainline projects, while 2,246
merged changes from mainline projects into forks. We counted
the distinct number of pull-request merge commits that affected
test cases and found that 300 commits added test cases, 1,000
commits modified test cases, 23 commits renamed test case
files, and 3 commits deleted test cases. So, it is evident that
developers actively share test cases across forked projects and
could benefit from techniques that proactively recommend
and propagate test cases in addition to feature improvements.
Second, the high number of non-shared test cases (i.e., 48 %)
also warrants an investigation into whether they can be reused
or not, and to what extent.

Missing Test Cases with Potential Target UUTs. For each
of the 18,058 test cases missing in at least one project of
their ecosystem, we extracted clones of its UUTs in the
projects the test case was missing from. After cleansing the
dataset (cf. Sec. III-B), we found a final set of 24,662 clone
pairs for 4,347 test cases from 119 ecosystems (i.e., 39 % of
ecosystems), comprising 566 projects (i.e., 52 % of projects).

Analyzing the mapped AST tokens of the clone pairs revealed
four kinds of variations between source and target UUT:
Var1 Source and target UUTs had 100 % mapped tokens in

both directions, representing Type 1 or 2 code clones;
Var2 Source tokens were mapped 100 % to target tokens, but

not vice versa, indicating that the target UUT grew more
than the source UUT;

Var3 Target tokens were mapped 100 % to source tokens, but
not vice versa, indicating that the source UUT grew more
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Figure 3: Distribution of test-case sharing per ecosystem size
for all 37,256 test cases added during the fork-evolution periods
of the 305 ecosystems (1,089 projects).
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Figure 4: Variations between the source and target UUTs of
all 24,662 clone pairs. The percentages of mapped AST tokens
are grouped into 11 bins (from 0–9 % to 100 %).

than the target UUT; and
Var4 Source and target UUTs both comprised tokens that could

not be mapped to the other, indicating that the source
and target UUTs co-evolved.

Figure 4 summarizes these variations between all 24,662
clone pairs, expressed by the percentage of mapped AST
tokens between the source and target UUT. We grouped the
percentages into 11 bins from 0–9 % to 100 %. The x-axis
shows bins for the percentage of tokens mapped from the source
UUT to the target UUT, while the y-axis represents the mapping
from target UUT to source UUT. We can see that 74% (18,249)
of the clone pairs are Type 1 or 2 code clones, since tokens
from the source and target UUTs are mapped to 100 % in both
directions (Var1, top-right corner of Fig. 4). The other clone
pairs detected are of Type 3, and very few also of Type 4. In the
top row (except the top-right corner), we can see that for 7 %
(1,840) of the clone pairs 100 % of the tokens of the target UUT
map to the source tokens, but not vice-versa (Var2). Identically,
the last column (except the top-right corner) represents that



for approximately 5 % (1,227) of the clone pairs 100 % of the
source tokens map to target tokens, but not vice-versa (Var3).
Finally, 14 % (3,346) of the clone pairs comprise tokens that
could not be mapped in either direction and, thus, did evolve
differently (i.e., all other entries in Fig. 4 represent Var4).

C. Discussion

Missing Test Cases. Almost half of the test cases from
all our considered fork ecosystems are missing in one of
the respective projects. Particularly, larger ecosystems are
more likely to involve projects with missing test cases. These
results indicate a huge potential for supporting developers in
identifying opportunities for test-case reuse. Considering that
we only took into account a maximum of 10 projects per
ecosystem, the actual potential in practice may be even higher.
Providing tools that allow to identify missing test cases and
indicate whether as well as how developers could reuse them
would help share test cases across forked projects.

Automated Test Propagation. Since 74 % of UUT clone pairs
for our missing test cases target Type 1 or Type 2 code clones,
it should be simple to propagate these test cases (e.g., by poten-
tially refactoring Type 2 clones or fixing class hierarchies [48]).
Techniques to automatically transplant and refactor such test
cases would greatly benefit developers. Still, to further improve
test-case reuse and provide a better understanding of challenges
and potential improvements, it is particularly interesting to
study the remaining 26 % that are not trivially applicable—
which is the scope of our manual analysis we report in Sec. V.

We explored to what extent 37,256 new test cases from 305
ecosystems with 1,089 projects are shared or missing in
projects of their ecosystem. Our analysis indicates that:
• many test cases are not shared among the projects of a

fork ecosystem (e.g., 48 % of test cases are missing in
at least one project), which is particularly apparent for
larger ecosystems.

• many of 4,347 test cases involved in 24,662 UUT clone
pairs could likely be reused automatically (74 % of target
UUTs are Type 1 or 2 code clones of their source UUT).

So, a very high potential to (automatically) reuse test cases
in fork ecosystems exists.

RQ1: Potential of Test-Case Reuse

V. TEST-CASE APPLICABILITY (RQ2)

With our second research question, we aimed to understand
the extent to which missing test cases are applicable to the
projects they are missing from in an ecosystem.

A. Methodology

Assessing Applicability. We aimed to understand what makes
a test case applicable to a cloned code location, or what
prevents its reuse. While actual transplantation of test cases
and related code is the ideal way of determining applicability,
it may not always be possible, especially when we want to
recommend test cases to developers for propagation. So, it

Table III: Overview of applicability (appl=applicable,
n/appl=non-applicable) assessment of reviewers (rev) on whole
sample of clone pairs (left), and their cross validation (right)

rev rev 1

decision 1 2 total appl n/appl total

appl 79 63 142

re
v

2 appl 10 0 10
n/appl 33 55 88 n/appl 1 1 2
total 112 118 230 total 11 1 12

91.67 % agreement, Cohen’s κ = 0.62

would be helpful to rely on other techniques like static data
flow analysis before proceeding to a transplantation. Therefore,
we assessed the applicability of missing test cases in two parts:
(1) static data flow analysis through manual code inspection of
variations between the source and target UUTs and (2) manual
transplantation of test cases.

Part 1: Manual Code Inspection. We assume that the setup
part (e.g., creating objects, preparing data) of a test case can
always be reused, and thus we assess a test case’s applicability
based only on variations in the source and target UUTs. Using
our list of the 24,662 clone pairs, we grouped each pair into
one of 11 bins according to the percentage of mapped AST
tokens from the source to the target UUTs (i.e., similarity of
the UUTs), namely into: 0–9 %, 10–19 %, 20–29 %, 30–39 %,
40–49 %, 50–59 %, 60–69 %, 70–79 %, 80–89 %, 90–99 %, and
100 %. Then, for each ecosystem, we randomly sampled (up to)
two pairs from the bin of pairs with 100 % mapped tokens and
one pair from each of the other bins, giving us a total of 230
pairs. We sampled two pairs from the bin of 100 %, because
it was the largest group—comprising 74 % of all pairs. Note
that, not surprisingly, most ecosystems did not involve clone
pairs for every bin, which is why we sampled 230 clone pairs
(instead of 12 random samples for each of the 119 ecosystems).

Next, for each of the 230 pairs in the sample, we assessed
whether or not the test case in question can be applied to the
target UUT considering the code modifications in the UUTs.
We did this in two steps: First, similar to previous research [48],
[83], we marked all test cases as non applicable if the UUTs var-
ied in the input (method parameters) or output (returned types
or values), otherwise we marked them as applicable. Second,
for all test cases marked as non applicable in the first step, we
assessed if and to what extent the test cases were still applicable.

Step 1: Applicability Based on Non-Modification to Input and
Output. In the first step, we marked a test case as applicable
if its source and target UUTs do not vary in their input and
output. This strict criterion allowed us to understand potential
for automated transplantation of test cases, especially those
involving Type 1 and 2 clones. For instance, consider the
excerpt we display in Listing 1, in which we focus on lines
added and modified in the target UUT. We see that the target
UUT adds exception handling at lines 3, 4, and 18, and
modifies the output string by URL-encoding it in lines 6, 7,
and 9, making this a Type 3 clone [61]. Though the input (no
parameters) and output types (String) are identical, the output



Listing 1: Simplified and unified example of a clone pair with
indications for code added and modified in the target UUT

1 public String toQueryString()
2 {
3 try add
4 { add
5 // ...
6 key = URLEncoder.encode(key, "UTF-8"); add
7 result.append(key);
8 // ...
9 value = URLEncoder.encode(value, "UTF-8"); add

10 result.append("=" + value);
11 // ...
12 if (i < (values.size() -1)) mod
13 {
14 result.append("&" + key);
15 }
16 // ...
17 return result.toString();
18 } add
19 }
20

value is modified differently. So, we would assess the test case
for this UUT clone pair as non applicable. After training on
five ecosystems together, we assigned two reviewers to assess
the applicability of test cases in the 230 clone pairs, each
independently inspecting approximately half (112 and 118)
of the pairs (see left side of Table III). We time-boxed the
assessment of each pair to five minutes.

Performing Cross Validation. To ascertain the level of agree-
ment between the two reviewers, we randomly sampled 5 % of
the 230 pairs they reviewed; six pairs from each reviewer’s half,
totaling 12 pairs. Then, we let each reviewer assess the appli-
cability of the six pairs from the other reviewer’s half, without
knowing the original reviewer’s assessment. We investigated all
disagreements and summarize the results of our cross-validation
on the right side of Table III. We can see that the two reviewers
disagreed only in one case of the 12 validated clone pairs. So,
the inter-rater agreement is very high (91.67 %) with Cohen’s κ
indicating substantial agreement (0.62). This improves our con-
fidence that our assessment builds on a common understanding
between the reviewers and provides a reliable dataset.

Step 2: Applicability of Test Cases With UUTs Varying in Input
and Output. Since our first assessment criterion was conserva-
tive (i.e., scoped for reliable automation of test-case transplan-
tation), many of the test cases we marked as not applicable may
still be applicable by modifying the target UUT or test case. For
instance, consider Listing 1 again. The changed encoding intro-
duced in the target UUT prevents that the provided String may
cause bugs (e.g., preventing code injection). Consequently, the
developers of the fork may want to reuse the test case we identi-
fied, even though it would fail before adapting it to the modified
implementation. Even more interesting, the developers of the
target UUT could likely benefit from knowing this case to im-
prove the quality of their fork by propagating the String encod-
ing. So, the test would become applicable after fixing the code.

To understand such cases and guide advanced test-case
reuse (i.e., cases challenging simple transplantation), we
performed a manual inspection of all 88 test cases (in the

88 clone pairs) we assessed as non-applicable (left side of
Table III). Precisely, after a training on seven examples among
three reviewers (including the previous two reviewers), these
three re-iterated through test cases marked as non-applicable
to assess under what circumstances these could still be reused;
inspecting code, comments, and the clone pair to comprehend
how a test case could be made applicable. Then, they derived
a decision based on the modifications between source and
target UUTs, providing a short description for their reasoning,
which the other reviewers re-checked and discussed to achieve
agreement. For example, the test case in Listing 1 would
now be assessed as applicable, since the test case would only
require that the String in its assertion is also encoded in UTF-8.
In contrast, some target UUTs involved context changes, with
context referring to the class the source UUT stems from and
a context change referring to the target UUT being part of the
same class (same context), a similarly named or sibling class
(similar context), or a completely different class (major context
change). For instance, a test case for an overwritten equals
method could be applicable. However, the target equals
method may be implemented in a completely different class,
overwrites a different interface, and has several further
modifications in itself—basically requiring developers to
completely rewrite the test case, which is why we would assess
such a case as still not applicable. We used a card-sorting-like
method to cluster the re-assessed test cases into thematic
topics based on the documented reasonings, discussed these
topics to achieve agreement, and structured the topics based
on how the respective test cases could be made applicable.

Part 2: Transplanting Test Cases. To deepen our understand-
ing about the applicability of the missing test cases, and about
possible challenges that may arise when propagating such test
cases to target projects, we manually transplanted 23 (10 %) test
cases randomly sampled from the 230 UUT clones pairs that
we previously reviewed. Then, we compared the classification
of these transplanted test cases to their classification when we
judged their applicability solely based on manually reviewing
modifications to their UUT.

B. Results

From the sample of 230 clone pairs with a missing test case, we
assessed 142 to be applicable based on our data-flow criterion
(cf. Table III). In contrast, the remaining 88 cases differed
in input and output or involved modifications to the target
UUT that impacted the data-flow compared to the source UUT.
While one cannot simply see it, these test cases may still
be reusable for the target UUT. We re-assessed all of these
cases by performing a more in-depth manual inspection and
transplanting a sample of 23 test cases.

Manual Analysis. Table V summarizes our reasoning behind
each test case’s final classification after our in-depth analysis.
We now assessed 32 (36 %) test cases as applicable and 9
(10 %) as not applicable. However, we still could not derive
a clear decision for 44 (50 %) cases, and we marked three as
special cases in which an assessment was not useful because



Table IV: Descriptive statistics of test case evolution during
the fork evolution periods of the fork ecosystems

type min. 1st qu. median mean 3rd qu. max.

m
ai

n

ADD 1 12 27 72 60 2,219
MODIFY 1 29 86 204 220 3,691
DELETE 1 2 5 14 14 111
RENAME 1 2 4 24 13 639

fo
rk

s

ADD 1 5 16 62 46 3,816
MODIFY 1 11 37 155 106 8,932
DELETE 1 3 7 20 13 624
RENAME 1 2 6 18 19 408

the UUT mappings were test-specific UUTs, such as the test
setup or helper methods.
Non-Applicable. We identified five main issues that led us to
classify nine of the 88 test cases as still not applicable to the
target UUT. Foremost, the target UUT was implemented in
an unrelated context. This was followed by: cases were the
dataflow differed considerably, accessing different methods or
attributes that made a relation to the source UUT very difficult;
cases where the perceived purpose of the methods varied to
an extent that the test case did not fit the target UUT; cases
were the differences in the input and output of the UUTs were
non-trivial to convert or did not make sense in the remainder
of the test case; and, lastly, cases that would require the whole
test case to be rewritten to make it applicable to the target
because the test case has a very specific execution environment.
Applicable. Even though all UUTs involved in the 88 pairs
differed either in terms of input and output or dataflow, we
assessed 32 cases to still be applicable. In fact, in 22 cases,
the UUTs were implemented in the same or a closely related
context while in 23 cases, the UUTs had an identical or at least
similar purpose. In general, we viewed test cases as applicable
if we identified a clear way to substitute the source UUT with
the target UUT within the test case—allowing for modifications
to the setup or parametrization of the UUT or the test case. We
found eight cases in which input and output were convertible,
since inputs that the target UUT needed existed in the source
UUT as attributes, or the target UUT could be called through an
existing gateway method providing default values for missing
parameters. Similarly, differences in output types could be con-
verted using an additional method call or simply did not matter
as the test case did not use the output, but just the method’s side
effects. In 14 cases, differences in the data flow were irrelevant,
since they were guarded by conditional statements that were not
met by the test case’s input to the UUT or based on different, yet
name-wise similar, code elements that seemed to require little
modification to make the test case applicable. Finally, we identi-
fied nine cases in which the test case was actually applicable be-
cause a perfectly matching UUT existed in the target project in-
stead of the one in the clone pair that only had few similarities.
Unclear. In 44 cases, we could not arrive at a clear decision.
In some cases, we needed detailed domain knowledge to
understand whether a given long setup method for a test case
could sensibly be reused or had to be rewritten from scratch.

Especially in cases with context switches, it was hard to infer
whether a test case would actually make sense in the target
as it may test context-specific functionality. We found a set
of target UUTs that could not easily be executed as they were
implemented in abstract classes or private methods, where a
developer would need to identify suitable ways of making them
testable. Most interestingly, we discovered a set of pairs that
tested functionality present in the source project but missing in
the target project. These were test cases that check for specific
edge cases, which may also be new functionality. Reusing such
a test case likely requires modifying the target UUT, which may,
in turn, fix existing bugs or enrich the target’s functionality. Fi-
nally, we could not classify cases where we had difficulties com-
prehending the test case’s purpose or the UUT implementation.

Manual Transplantation. Following our manual inspection
and classification of the 230 UUT pairs, we randomly
sampled 23 (10 %) of them and attempted to transplant them to
determine their applicability. We sampled nine applicable, seven
not applicable, and seven undecidable test cases—indicating
that of the 16 decidable test cases, 56 % were actually useful
for target UUTs. Of the nine applicable ones, three test cases
were applicable without requiring any changes to the target
project, four required minor modifications to the test case
(i.e., calling a different method or declaring and instantiating
a different type), and two required some modification to the
project of the target UUT because the test cases targeted
specific functionality missing from the target, which we copied
from the source and integrated into the target classes.

Of the seven non-applicable test cases, four had target
projects missing the tested functionality: either the UUTs were
missing in the target and we could not transplant them or the
tested functionality was deprecated in the target project. In
the remaining three cases, the test cases were transplantable
and reusable. However, they were irrelevant or redundant
because they were already present in the target UUT’s project,
even though implemented differently to match the target’s
functionality. This highlights some of the limitations of using
clone detection tools to assess test case applicability.

Note that most of these 16 test cases that we transplanted
required us to update testing library dependencies, such as
Mockito, since their versions varied between the source and
target projects. Lastly, we were not able to decide a test case’s
applicability in seven of the 23 pairs, mainly because we
could not setup or build the projects: either we could not load
the project’s dependencies (via Maven or Gradle), the project
had several sub-projects, some of which could not be retrieved
by the IDE, or adding missing UUTs in the target project
caused ripple effects with compilation errors.

Comparing the Results.. We compare our classification of the
23 manually transplanted test cases to how we classified these
during our manual code inspection. Note that we exclude all
cases that we marked as undecidable in either classification
(nine cases in total: two in the manual inspection, five in trans-
plantation, and two in both). This leaves us with 14 cases with
a clear decision. In seven of these cases, we have agreement



Table V: Overview of the reasonings we elicited through our
re-assessment of 88 test cases assessed as non-applicable.

applicability # reasoning #

non-applicable 9

unrelated context 6
complete rewrite 4
different dataflow 4
different purpose 4
different I/O 3

applicable 32

same/similar context 22
same/similar purpose 23
irrelevant differences 14
same I/O 15
convertible/irrelevant I/O 8
mismatches 9
different context 2

unclear 44

comprehension of UUTs 17
reuse of setup 16
additional setup 13
comprehension of test case 11
keeping test purpose 16
modifications to UUT 12
applicability hindrance 7

special cases 3 — —

whereas we disagreed in the other seven. However, three of the
cases we disagreed on are those we marked as not applicable
during the transplantation because they were redundant for
the target project, but we marked them as applicable during
the manual inspection. So, our actual agreement is 10 out of
14 cases (i.e., 71 %). In three of the four cases we disagreed
on, we marked test cases as applicable during the manual
code inspection, but we marked them not applicable during the
transplantation. For the last case, we marked the test case as
not applicable during the manual inspection, while we could
actually transplant it with modifications to the test case (i.e.,
applicable). These disagreements occurred due to well-known
limitations of our manual code inspection, namely analyzing a
single UUT pair for each test case and limiting the comparison
to the files containing these specific UUTs, as well as lacking
details on the impact of applying certain code changes.
Therefore, while our limited set of actually transplanted test
cases may not allow for statistical conclusions, our result of
matching 71 % cases between manual code inspection and
transplantation indicate that an analysis similar to ours may
be useful as a heuristic to assess test-case applicability.

C. Discussion

Test-Case Applicability. Deciding whether a test case is
applicable to a target UUT is challenging and requires detailed
comprehension of the UUTs, test case, and domain, as we
experienced first hand. It is not surprising that we could often
not decide whether a test case is applicable because of missing
domain knowledge. In fact, program comprehension is one
of the most challenging activities for developers [75], [78],
and domain knowledge can benefit it. To solve this problem,
automated analyses and propagation techniques are of limited
use at best. Instead, it would be necessary to involve experts of
the domain and document knowledge, as proposed in similar

research areas recently [52], [53], [64], also to decide whether
some missing test cases and even functionalities could be
useful to a project. While the feasibility of full automation
is questionable, we believe that there is great potential for
guiding developers through recommendation systems. After
deciding whether a test case is applicable, the next challenge
is to understand how to make it applicable to the target UUT.
We found several types of smaller modifications that could be
exploited for automated techniques, such as utilizing inheritance
structures, identifying behavior-keeping modifications (e.g.,
refactorings), or identifying the test case to reveal bug fixes.

Automated Test Propagation. Our insights highlight that
techniques for automatically propagating test cases in fork
ecosystems can be highly beneficial, but require more advanced
tooling than currently available. For instance, the algorithms
proposed by Mirzaaghaei et al. [48] for evolving test cases
in a single system can be adapted to support the identification
and resolution of inheritance modifications. Also, it is rather
simple to identify some cases of whether a test case can be
executed on a method (i.e., target UUT is in an abstract class)
or where the modifications are not within the test coverage.
However, there are various research opportunities to tackle the
area between existing or straight-forward automation and the
need for extensive domain knowledge. Specifically, the most
interesting test cases to propagate are those that could unveil
bugs in the target UUT, which requires more advanced analyses.

Benefits of Reusable Test Cases. While testing improves the
software quality, it is expensive to create test cases. So, test-
case reuse is a viable avenue to improve the software quality at
lower costs. Our investigation shows that most of the missing
test cases from our subject ecosystems are reusable. However,
to fully appreciate the benefits of these reusable test cases, we
still need to address some open questions as future work.

First, an open question is to what extent do reusable test cases
capture bugs introduced in the projects they are missing from?
While we found a few cases during our manual transplantation
where a reusable test case would fail in the target project (cf.
Listing 1), we still need to quantify why the test case fails
and whether this failure may actually reveal a bug. Particularly
the latter case is interesting to improve the quality of forked
projects. However, determining whether test cases actually fix
bug is a general and non-trivial problem in software engineering,
and understanding what constitutes a bug may in some cases
require extensive domain knowledge of the target system.

Second, we found that some test cases were not useful to
propagate because a similar test case existed in the target
project. Consequently, it is an open question to what extent do
reusable test cases improve the test coverage? Answering this
question should consider the fact that we found several cases
where a target UUT already had other test cases exercising
it. Deciding whether a test case is useful is a complex task
that may benefit from heuristics, but most likely will require
developer involvement.

Finally, an open question is: what would make a developer
not reuse a reusable test case? We know from experience



that assessing test-case applicability and even propagating test
cases requires cognitive load and effort that developers may not
be willing to spend due to other priorities. In contrast, as we
explained in Sec. IV-B, we have evidence that developers do
propagate test cases between forked projects (as seen from pull
requests). We also know that it is unlikely that a developer will
reuse a test case they are not aware of, which is why we need
techniques that can identify, recommend, and propagate such
test cases in the future. However, we cannot speculate why a
developer would choose not to reuse an applicable test case that
they are aware of, which is a topic that requires a future study.

We determined when and how test cases are applicable
despite changes above Type 2 code clones between source
and target UUT. Our results indicate that:
• neither a simple data-flow analysis nor a manual inspec-

tion of a single UUT can reliably identify whether a
test case is (non-)applicable, since the source and target
projects may differ heavily, while the purpose of the test
case is still fulfilled.

• reusing test cases for clone pairs with more differences is
an important research problem, helping to unveil unknown
bugs and improving the test coverage of forks.

So, assessing the applicability of test cases is challenging,
but promises to improve the quality of fork ecosystems.

RQ2: Test-Case Applicability

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Internal Validity. We relied on various tools and libraries
to elicit our dataset, such as Simian for code-clone detection,
GumTreeDiff [17] for AST diffing, and our own tool [52]
for identifying test cases through srcML [47]. Moreover,
we implemented further tooling to combine and extend such
tools. To mitigate that bugs may have biased our dataset
(e.g., not identifying all clone pairs or missing test cases),
we cross-checked results, tested our setup, relied on existing
tools, created a large dataset, and conducted quantitative as
well as qualitative analyses—with our analysis showing that
we have a reliable dataset for our study.

We manually assessed the applicability of a sample of 230
clone pairs, mimicking an independent developer inspecting test
cases for reuse. So, the validity of our sample may be threatened
by our understanding of the source code and test cases (e.g.,
disagreements or errors), the time-boxing we employed to keep
the effort manageable, as well as the sample itself. To mitigate
inconsistent assessments, we performed training among the
reviewers, defined a strict applicability criterion upon related
work [48], [83], and cross-validated a random sample of
12 clone pairs. Thereafter, we performed a detailed manual
inspection of 88 test cases we assessed as non-applicable to
obtain and provide an in-depth understanding of why these are
non-applicable—or could still be applicable. Since all of these
manual analyses rely on our own understanding and may require
domain knowledge, we sometimes disagreed about reasonings
and individual corner cases (e.g., regarding side effects of

other methods in the target UUT when testing constructors).
We discussed the disagreements, derived a solution, re-checked
the test case (and similar ones) based on the solution, and
performed a card-sorting-like method to abstract the many
individual cases into comprehensible topics (each with multiple
examples)—limiting the threat that misinterpretations bias
the outcome. Additionally, we transplanted 23 test cases and
compared the outcomes against our manual assessment.

External Validity. We only considered Java ecosystems,
partially due to tooling limitations. So, our results may
not apply to other languages. However, Java is among the
most popular languages, and our insights about changes and
kinds of similarities are not specific to Java. They involve
language elements found in typical object-oriented languages.
Similarly, we considered only ecosystems from GitHub, which
may yield different results compared to other platforms like
BitBucket or GitLab. Still, GitHub is the largest and most
widely used platform, involving open-source and industrial
projects, various domains, different development practices,
as well as expert and novice developers. As such, GitHub
involves a representative and large portion of fork ecosystems.

We focused on test-case reuse in fork ecosystems. This
allowed us to easily identify cloned code with missing tests
that would be very likely to benefit from propagating a missing
test case. So, as intended, our results are primarily relevant
for fork ecosystems and may not be transferable to test-case
reuse in more independent projects. Still, the more high-level
insights we obtained can also be helpful in such contexts (e.g.,
program repair and code transplantation in general).

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a study on the potential of reusing test cases
within fork ecosystems. Our results indicate that forked projects
often do not benefit from test cases created in other forks (48 %
of test cases are missing in at least one fork), even though they
could be propagated (74 % of UUTs are Type 1 and 2 clones).
We quantified the benefit of reusing test cases among forks,
investigated what changes between projects do not hinder
test-case propagation, and inspected changes that hinder the
propagation. Importantly, we found that 62 % of the test case’s
applicability can be decided based on data-flow analysis. Our
results show that there is huge potential to enhance the software
quality of fork-ecosystems by propagating test cases, and that
we need automated techniques to support this propagation. We
hope to pave the way to enhanced and fork-ecosystem-specific
test-case reuse techniques [26], [34], [42], [57], [64], [83],
[84]. It is also a call to arms for research on reusing test cases
for fork or clone pairs with more intricate differences.
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